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How much is great writing worth to you? Five pounds? Ten pounds?
Nothing at all? We want as many people as possible to enjoy Five out
of Ten: this issue is “pay what you want”. We still think it’s worth the
standard price of £5 GBP, but this time you can pay as little as £1 - or as
much as you choose. We’ve also got a brand new ‘Book Club’ feature
which showcases the best games writing.
Last year on my birthday, I finalised the cover for the first issue of
Five out of Ten: a pilgrim from Journey, looking towards a new horizon.
One year later and I’m working on the cover for our fifth issue, looking
towards a different one. For Issue 5, we welcome back our original
contributors, who had enough faith in me to take a risk on a bold idea.
Our initial statement of purpose was simple: “Videogames are worth
writing about, and good writing is worth paying for”. That’s still true, but
I think we can now do better than that.
We will be the change we want to see. We’ll look after our contributors;
they’re our family. We’ll look after our readers, too. We will strive to be
inclusive: not as an act of tokenism, but because a range of experiences
and voices enriches all our lives. We will unashamedly pursue excellence in our writing. We don’t want to be the biggest magazine in the
world - just your favourite.
And we’ll never give up.

Alan Williamson
Editor-in-Chief of Five out of Ten. This month, when not
tracing around his own face in Adobe Illustrator, he’s
been lording it up as mayor of ‘New Oinktown’ in Animal
Crossing: New Leaf.
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contributors
Bill Coberly
Writer, waiter and troublemaker, living in Savannah GA with
his wife and a very difficult little dog. He is the founder and
Editor-in-Chief of The Ontological Geek, and has contributed
to Nightmare Mode, Gamechurch and Ctrl+Alt+Defeat.

Kris Ligman
News Editor for Gamasutra and the Senior Curator of Critical
Distance, the web’s top-of-the-line reference guide to games
writing. Her work has also appeared in The Border House,
Ctrl-Alt-Defeat, Official Xbox Magazine and Game Developer.

Brendan Keogh
Videogame critic and academic from Melbourne, Australia.
He is completing a PhD at RMIT university, and writes regularly for publications such as Edge, Hyper, and Unwinnable.

Lana Polansky
Videogame critic and essayist living in Montreal, Canada.
As well as editing the short story compilation Ghosts in the
Machine, she has been published in Kill Screen, Paste, The
Wall Street Journal Speakeasy and Medium’s Geek Empire.
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“When I was a child, I spoke and
thought and reasoned as a child. But
when I grew up, I put away childish
things.”
1 Corinthians 13:11

A Blur of
Blue

Alan Williamson
I

n December 1992, I was fixated on a page of the
Argos catalogue. On one half, a moustached
plumber; on the other, a blue hedgehog. I chose
the hedgehog, and the rest is history. It’s funny
how seemingly trivial choices have wider consequences. That Christmas, Santa Claus delivered
a Mega Drive with Sonic the Hedgehog , but in
a parallel universe he brought a Super Nintendo
with Super Mario World. In that world, Five out of
Ten doesn’t exist; half of the pieces I’ve written
this year have been about Sega games.

Sega was my true religion, Sonic my Messiah.
Every Sunday I’d suffer an interminably dull trip to
church before racing home to play Sonic 3 on the
Mega Drive. The years passed by in a blur of blue.
I had Sonic on t-shirts, posters, watches, books;
even lampshades and curtains. At the height of
Sonic’s popularity, he was almost as recognisable
as Mickey Mouse. I recently visited Tiggywinkles
Wildlife Hospital in Buckinghamshire: in its Hedgehog Museum you’ll find an impressive collection
of Sonic memorabilia, but that’s just a fraction of
the fading tat stored in lofts and garages around
the world.
In the great console wars of the Nineties, Sonic and
Sega were the underhogs compared to Nintendo
and Mario. Sonic was a reactionary character created to be the antithesis of Mario: he’s the archetypal ‘mascot with attitude’, an anthropomorphic
woodland creature with super powers and a love
of extreme sports that spawned countless imitators. His early adventures were in stark contrast to
Mario: while the latter focused on slower feats of
dexterity and an ever-expanding range of abilities,
Sonic games were about the purity of speed and
physics. They often have more in common with
pinball machines than videogames, something
acknowledged in Sonic 2’s Casino Night Zone and
later more explicitly in the risible Sonic Spinball.

“Characters like Link, Samus Aran,
Mario and Sonic are often treated
as window dressing. They are
colourful and relatable, but not
fully developed characters with
deep complexities. They begin on
simple premises, orphans with
an Arthurian destiny. The drama
and narrative happens around
them, catalysed by play. Their
own ruminations don’t matter.”

Empty Vessels
Lana Polansky
In the first semester of my undergraduate course,
a professor asked my class what a game based on
Proust would be like. Their point was that game
systems aren’t really suited to the kind of monologue and deep introspection that prose afforded
to a writer like Marcel Proust. Instead, games tend
to opt for symbolism: embodying whole themes or
morals through motifs, set pieces, mechanics and
environmental storytelling. Think, for instance, how
Merritt Kopas’s Lim works.
Games with conventional protagonists — an anthropomorphic being, not a cursor or a block — are
oftenwritten and designed to limit the amount of
dynamism or development the characters are
allowed to have. Instead, what we’re given
are “container characters.” They are thought
of as empty, filled out by the wishes of
the player, acquiescing to the player’s
control in a realisation of our cultural
fetish with player agency.

T

o play is to do. When we think about ‘playing’ a
game, we think about movements and actions.
We think about jumping, swinging, shooting, pressing, swallowing, stabbing, spending, pushing. In
videogames, play is the moment your thumb
pushes down on a button. Play is the moment
you wave your arm in front of a motion-sensing
camera. Play is action. There are the cut-scenes,
stories and menus, but then there is the part of the
game that you ‘actually’ play. Or so we imagine it.
I’m playing Grand Theft Auto IV. I’m walking
Niko down one of Liberty City’s footpaths when
I notice the sun setting behind the skyscrapers.
It’s creating the most amazing refraction of light off
skyscrapers and asphalt. I halt Niko; I stop pressing
buttons on the controller in my hand. I just look
at my television and absorb Niko on the golden
street corner as the shadows around him grow
long. I listen to the nearby traffic and businessmen.
I immerse my senses into Liberty City’s existence.
I’m not doing anything, but I’m still engaged with
the game; I am still playing Grand Theft Auto IV,
even if I am not pressing any buttons.

Bodythinking
Brendan Keogh

Hunted
Bill Coberly

Horror games have an edge over other horror
media because they require input from the player
in order for the character to survive, or at least
for the plot to advance. The story will advance in
The Exorcist, Dracula or The Blair Witch Project
regardless of what I do, whether I’m paying attention or in a panic with my hands over my eyes.
But when James Sunderland is being chased by
one of Silent Hill’s grotesque creatures, I can’t
simply cover my eyes and hope. I have to engage
with the horror, overcome my fear and maintain
enough control of myself to keep James alive.
There has been a lot written on the subject of why
people enjoy being scared,why horror movies
and stories are so popular when they speak to a
fundamentally unpleasant emotional response.
But there’s something particularly strange about
playing horror games. Why on Earth would anyone
enjoy putting themselves in these dreadful situations?
I’m not sure I ‘enjoyed’ playing Amnesia: The Dark
Descent. I had to force myself to play it, plying
myself with scotch and announcing my intentions
on Twitter in an attempt to drum up moral support.
I complained to my wife that I really did not want
to play it any more. But I didn’t continue because
of masochistic desire or out of completionism
— I think there’s value in playing a helplessness
simulator like Amnesia. Above and beyond the
enjoyable horror movie thrills it provides, it serves
as an inversion of the traditional videogame power
fantasy: rather than making the player feel powerful and accomplished, Amnesia makes them feel
weak and frightened, and it derives much of its
value from this inverted experience.

This is how Steve Jaros, the creative director and lead writer of the Saints Row franchise,
described the fourth game to me when I asked about its characters.

You’re On My Crew
Kris Ligman

V

alue in games is frequently defined by a
thing’s utility, so it’s no surprise that character dynamics in games are often about what a
person can do for the player. Hence why game
narratives of ensembles or strong supporting casts
are so common: not only do they provide a way to
externalize delivery of information to the player,
but they also serve as useful — sometimes even
beloved — assets.

Extra ammo

Companions humanise a game’s utilitarian nature,
and in a way make it less about use and more
about interpersonal connection. Few things are
quite so lonely as braving a computer program
that seems entirely indifferent to our presence,
and so enters the computer-generated face of an
artificial buddy, mentor or loved one. They’re not
real — in fact, the facade they use to seem human
can be astonishingly shallow at times — but often
it doesn’t matter. These characters captivate us,
or we wouldn’t keep writing about them.

Extra health

Extra liberty

mind games
As fans and critics of videogames, our passion is to understand
and deconstruct them. We unravel their systems, we theorise about
their plots, we look at the ways in which we construct their worlds.
While we play games, they also affect our mental states. It has
become a cliché to talk of games as “immersive” and “addictive”
(and never “addicting” in this magazine!) but nevertheless we are
drawn - mind, body and soul - into the games we play.
In this issue, we’re looking at games which affect our minds in
unexpected ways. We struggle to describe them. We become
slaves to their rhythm. We become slaves to their routine. We
find them compelling, yet boring. We laugh at an old episode of
Star Trek, then stop laughing as it comes to eerily foreshadow
the real world.
It’s time to play some mind games.

Cultivating
Heaven “I
Kris Ligman

’ll turn your memories into data,” the salon lady
purrs as I sink into the chaise longue which is
reserved for this arcane techno-spiritual activity,
“to create a dream of this town.” I close my eyes,
translucent geometric shapes swirling above my
head. Outside the windowless suite, large fireworks thrum at semi-random intervals.
It is the end of summer. The 25th of August, to
be exact, and I am preparing to leave the better
half of my life — that is, this little town I’ve called
Nekopan — for good.

The Game
Bill Coberly

T

here is a famously terrible episode of Star
Trek: The Next Generation where aliens take
over the Enterprise with a videogame. While
vacationing on Space Vegas, Commander Riker
is given a copy of The Game by his latest alien
squeeze, yet another Star Trek rubber-forehead
alien. Upon his return to the Enterprise, Riker
proceeds to give copies of The Game to the
entirety of the crew, who soon become addicted
to it. It eventually becomes clear that The Game
is actually a mind-control device, steering the
Enterprise towards some nebulously-defined
evil purpose. Naturally, It’s up to Wesley Crusher
and special guest star Ashley Judd to save the
day while also undergoing a cringeworthy TV
teenage romance.

Hack Writer T
Brendan Keogh

here’s a certain kind of videogame I don’t
know how to write about. Heck, I don’t even
know what to call them. I’m thinking about
games that present the player with a fully functioning system and ask them to figure it out,
understand it and master it: games like Drop
7, Starseed Pilgrim and SpaceChem. These
are intellectually challenging, mechanically
complicated games, which videogame critics such as myself are often accused of writing
poorly about according to their developers. We
could perhaps call them ‘systemic games’, but
that doesn’t quite work because every game
includes systems on some fundamental level.

Keeping
Time

Lana Polansky

I

don’t dance. I’m clumsy, uncoordinated and,
quite frankly, the thought of dancing brings up
too many high school memories best left forgotten.
So it’s curious that I’m so intrigued by games that
involve the whole body. I’m not talking about DDR,
Rock Band or even more sport-like street games
like Johann Sebastian Joust. I mean rhythm games
like the Bit.Trip series, Patapon or Rez: games that
are rhythmic without making it their conceit.

The Banality
Of Addiction
Alan Williamson

I

’m writing at an unremarkable desk in
Northern Ireland during a short summer
break. It wouldn’t be worth mentioning,
but it’s the same desk where I spent a
summer addicted to Phantasy Star Online.
Some of the relics are still there: the old
portable CRT TV, Dreamcast game boxes,
packaging for an Ethernet card from my
eventual upgrade to Xbox Live. My mum’s
house is a place where memories go to
gather dust.

book club
It’s Just a Game - edited by Elizabeth Simins
Delightfully lo-fi and idiosyncratic, It’s Just a Game is an authentic zine: a
lovingly crafted anthology of unorthodox games writing and charming faux
advertisements. Despite the eclectic selection of authors, it’s a surprisingly
consistent collection of ideas.
Most essays are deeply personal, continuing the trail of soul-bearing blazed
by the defunct Reaction and Bit Creature, if lacking the righteous anger of
the former and the sheer panache of the latter. As the title suggests, games
are not just games for these writers, illustrated as they tackle the thorny
zeitgeists of sexism and bigotry in modern videogame culture.
It’s Just a Game is a unique publication, confident in its own identity. It’s not
trying to be the next Kill Screen. It’s just a charming read that will brighten
up your bookshelf - no mean feat for a black and white zine. - AGW

Dreamcast Worlds: A Design History - Zoya Street
Dreamcast Worlds is Zoya Street’s first book, expanding his master’s thesis
work on Skies of Arcadia to include Phantasy Star Online and Shenmue.
Regular readers of Five out of Ten will know I’m a fan of all things Sega, and
it’s a real treat to have these classic games covered in painstaking depth.
A ‘design history’ is a history not just of games as mechanical objects, but
also as the product of cultural context, the people who make them and the
societies they create. It’s clear from the insight-packed introduction that
the author understands Japanese corporate culture, although it is a little
heartbreaking to learn the console was canned immediately after launch
in the USA and Europe.
Dreamcast Worlds is well-researched, timely and fascinating. Although a
little dry and analytical, which fails to convey Street’s obvious passion for
the subject, it remains mercilessly free of academic jargon. It feels like an
important book: the kind you regret buying as an ePub instead of a physical copy, the kind you’ll dip into again and again. - AGW

You’re so close to enjoying the full edition of
Mind Games. Get the magazine from
http://fiveoutoftenmagazine.com
Pay what you want - just £1 minimum.
Your purchase includes PDF, ePub and Kindle
downloads.
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#4 - Storytellers

#3 - Reflecting Reality

Videogame stories are where interactivity
We hear of games becoming ever more realistic,
meets cinematography, decisions change desti- but maybe they’re just becoming more intricate
nies and players become poets. How do games
fantasies. There’s a place in gaming for both
tell better stories than other media?
documentary and drama, fact and fiction.

#2 - Players Guide

#1 - New Horizons

As gaming becomes a more inclusive and popular pastime, many of us have grown up with
videogames our whole lives, but some players
are just getting started.

Where can videogames take us that cinema,
music and art cannot? What are the
new horizons of gaming?

Complete your collection: visit http://fiveoutoftenmagazine.com

is a collection of 13 short stories by a diverse
group of videogame critics, journalists and
artists about why videogaming's worst and
weirdest problems can also be its most
humanizing attributes.
LANA POLANSKY • ASHTON RAZE • DENIS FARR •
ALAN WILLIAMSON • SHELLEY DU • MATT RICHE •
ROLLIN BISHOP • IAN MILES CHEONG • ANDREW
VANDEN BOSSCHE • RYAN MORNING • DYLAN
SABIN • ALOIS WITTWER • MADDY MYERS

“I can read you like an open book!”
— Psycho Mantis
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